
We know that when Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil, the knowledge they gained opened their eyes to their shame. Yet
Genesis’s account continues that Adam and Eve promptly attempted to cover their
shame. And the account is significant in revealing that Adam and Eve did so with
humankind’s first technology: sewing. Genesis tells us that Adam and Eve sewed
leaves for clothing, in an apparently desperate and, we soon learn, fruitless attempt to
cover their shame, which would be to reverse their fall from God’s grace. God, we
next learn, promptly covered Adam and Eve with his own skin garments. Their sewn
leaves were inadequate.

Of course, God’s act of covering
Adam and Eve with skin garments
hints at profound meaning. Although
Genesis gives no clue, animal blood
may have spilled for those skin
garments. Blood covers by restoring
and redeeming. Yet Adam and Eve
weren’t simply animals. Animal
sacrifices don’t fully redeem humans.
Coverings that made them animal
like would have been a step

backward not just from their divinity but also from their humanity. So perhaps the skin
prefigured Christ’s own voluntary sacrifice. God was covering Adam and Eve with
himself, not with hairy animal hides.

But think again of humankind’s first technology: sewing to cover fallenness. The
material history of humankind is largely a history of humankind developing and
employing technology to overcome fallenness. Clothes with which to cover, weapons
with which to hunt, implements with which to farm, tools with which to build,
medicines with which to heal, and other technologies address our exposure, hunger,
insecurity, and disease, all conditions of the fall. Yet only one thing covers us
sufficiently to rescue us from death as the most-awful wage of the fall: the skin of
God. Thank God that technology may ease pain and delay death. But thank God all the
more for eternal, pain-free, sorrow-free life in Christ.


